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Christian BlaCkshaw piano

Mozart Piano Sonatas, Volume 1: K279, K280, K310, K311, K570

WHLive0061/2

‘One could hardly ask for deeper accounts of the slow
movements of these works.’ (The Sunday Times)
‘The luminous tone Blackshaw draws from the keys is a
wonder in itself, and such is the kaleidoscope of feeling he
uncovers in the composer’s decorative forms – joy, sadness,
contemplation, exhilaration – that one easily takes the pianist’s
technique for granted, so unassumingly has he clothed it in his
warm and deft musicianship.’ (Financial Times)

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE EDITOR’S CHOICE

Mozart Piano Sonatas, Volume 2: K281, K282, K283, K330, K333

WHLive0069/2

‘Blackshaw’s qualities include pristine, immaculate fingerwork,
crystalline pianistic sonority and close attention to Mozart’s
dynamic markings.’ (International Record Review).
‘The capacity of the modern piano for a horizontally sustained
line is largely to the fore, heard through Christian Blackshaw’s
lucid touch, command of tone through dynamics and tactful use
of pedal. His technique is unimpeachable, his concept of the
music often gentle, sometimes contemplative, occasionally
detached or assertive.’ (Gramophone)

CLASSICAL MUSIC MAGAZINE EDITOR’S CHOICE
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Why programme all eighteen piano sonatas
of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? Even in the
presence of one of the greatest composers
who has lived, is there enough contrast of
material to keep the listener nourished? The
other dilemma, more challenging for any
pianist, is the music itself, which must
breathe and give life to every phrase: to my
mind, the sonatas resemble mini operas,
even if conceived for and performed by a
solo player.

As for the programmes themselves, I
looked for contrasts of ideas within the
music and to give in each programme as
wide a range of dates of composition as
possible. After all, from the first Sonata in
C major K279 until the final Sonata in
D major K576, we travel fourteen years. It is
fascinating to think of the young virtuoso
Mozart in 1775, provided with all he needed
for repertoire with his first six sonatas, or
performing with relish in Mannheim and
Paris in 1777 and 1778.

Think too of the wonder of the thirteenth
Sonata in B flat major K333, with its
achingly beautiful Andante cantabile,

written whilst in Linz in 1783, and then the
perplexing power of the great C minor
Sonata K457, written down in Vienna in
October 1784 and its companion, the
Fantasie in C minor K475, in May 1785. The
turbulence, harmonic inven tion and sheer
outpouring of emotion would lead any
listener to wonder in what state of mind our
young composer was, while the re maining
sonatas from Vienna show a unique ability
to express through the slenderest harmonic
means the ultimate in expression.

What glories then are contained in this
cycle of works by Mozart? For me, they
imbue the spirit with joy, laughter, sadness,
contemplation, exhilaration: the challenge
always is to give full life to their individual
character. For the new listener, what
wonderful surprises await. For the well-
acquainted listener, how fortunate to return
to them eager to be enchanted again.

Christian Blackshaw
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In a Playful Mood
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Mozart’s Piano Sonata No. 6 in D major K284
dates from his musically fruitful if ultimately
frustrating sojourn in Munich during the winter of
1774 and 1775. Unlike the other piano sonatas
from that time, however, the D major was written
under a separate commission from the local
aristocrat and amateur musician Baron von
Dürnitz. Despite his talents, he was not quite so
scrupulous in matters of finance and Mozart’s
work went unpaid. The Allegro makes a bold
impression. Mozart clearly wanted to challenge
Dürnitz and wrote lots of cross-hand passages in
the development section. The harmonic language
here is particularly expressive, not least when the
thematic line spells out a sequence of diminished
fifths, throwing a shadow over this otherwise
gregarious movement. Although more reserved,
the Andante is no wallflower, with its dotted
rhythms, trills and specific dynamic instructions
providing particular points of interest.

The focus of this Munich Sonata, however,
is the theme and variations finale. The theme’s
bold upbeat provides the rhythmic and harmonic
impetus for the whole movement. There are
skittish triplets in the first variation, which clash
two against three in the section that follows. The
contrasts in the third variation, on the other hand,
are harmonic, while the fourth variation takes on
a more aloof tone. The repeated upbeat in the
theme provides a door-knocker for the next few
variations, with more writing for crossed hands in
the sixth, an expressive shift to the tonic minor in
the seventh and rather whispered eighth, ninth

and tenth variations (the latter disturbed by bold
chromatic statements). Having preserved the
tempo to this point, Mozart then swerves away for
an eleventh variation marked Adagio cantabile,
before introducing a triple-time final variation.

Another work possibly written in Munich is the
Piano Sonata No. 12 in F major K332. Mozart had
returned to the Bavarian capital in late 1780 for
rehearsals of his new opera Idomeneo. The date of
the composition of this blithe F major keyboard
work has never been confirmed, however, and it
may well have been completed in Vienna, where
Mozart moved shortly after the opera’s première,
or over the next couple of years while in transit
between his native Salzburg and his newly
adopted home, where the Sonata was published
as part of his Op. 6 in 1784. It opens in a modest
frame of mind, though it is not restrained for long
and the exposition features a rather exciting
exchange between the tonic, the relative minor
and everything in between. The development is
tranquil in comparison, though here too Mozart
peppers the score with opposing dynamics and
syncopation that continue in the recapitulation.
Although the slow movement is built over a typical
Alberti pattern, the thematic material is decidedly
original, with its teasing suspensions and an
expressive modulation to B flat minor. Mozart
throws this all away, however, in the wildly cheery
finale, which is more intent on virtuosity than on
any thematic or developmental purpose.

Although Mozart produced his greatest work
in Vienna, competition was rife and, often,
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Mozart’s financial situation left a lot to be desired.
His Piano Sonata No. 16 in C major K545 was
written in 1788 ‘for beginners’ (according to
Mozart’s own catalogue of his works). Teaching
provided much needed cash during otherwise
lean times, yet this pedagogical work is certainly
no trifle and the rapt lyricism that is the hallmark
of Mozart’s unknowingly ‘late’ work is much in
evidence. A rising arpeggiated theme in the tonic
is answered by a falling second subject in the
dominant. The slow movement is closely related
to what has gone before, with the same falling
arpeggio featuring at the end of the first phrase.
Here, as in the Allegro, the development is but
brief, yet with such poised material on offer, its
shifts to the dominant and then the tonic minor
provide variety enough, challenging the young
player for which the piece was intended and
allowing the listener to enjoy Mozart’s unaffected
creation. The brief finale, alternating spiky thirds
and more free-flowing music, provides a winning
conclusion to this guileless work.

Three years earlier, in 1785, the Viennese
publishers Artaria had issued a C minor Piano
Sonata by Mozart, accompanied by a particularly
expressive Fantasie in the same key. Although the
Sonata was probably conceived (at least partly) as
a teaching aid – the publication was dedicated to
Mozart’s pupil Thérèse von Trattner – the works
pose a considerable challenge to any aspiring
player. The Fantasie in C minor K475 is, by nature,
a much freer work, with gestures more akin to Liszt

than to the eighteenth century. A rising theme
acts as the work’s binding agent, but things
soon begin to fragment as Mozart proffers various
variations in texture, tone and dynamic. The
ensuing Allegro finds some grounding in a new
theme in F major, before a particularly im -
pressive cadenza, replete with chromaticism. The
Andantino that follows is a more temperate affair,
but no sooner has its thematic primacy been
confirmed than the music breaks up once more,
triggering a blur of demisemiquavers in both
hands. Here the harmony is at its blackest, not
only deviating wildly from the putative home key,
but also embracing the full gamut of angular
chromaticism implied in the opening Lydian mode
gestures, to which the piece eventually returns.

In comparison to the Fantasie, the intro -
ductory statements of its companion, the Piano
Sonata No. 14 in C minor K457, seem rather
reserved. But while the Sonata genre requires
a greater sense of formality, Mozart refuses to
be straightjacketed by expectation. The slow
movement – perhaps the original teaching aid for
Thérèse von Trattner – is profoundly lyrical. But
by the finale Mozart is back in a spirited mood.
Conceived in sonata rondo form, the opening
theme is unpredictable, conflicting with the more
reserved second subject and thereby providing a
dialectical language more akin to the rhetorical
Fantasie that was to follow.

Notes by Gavin Plumley © 2015
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ChrIstIan BlaCkshaw
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Christian Blackshaw is recognised for the passion,
range and sensitivity he brings to his extensive
repertoire. His playing combines tremendous
emotional depth with great understanding and, in
the words of one London critic, ‘sheer musicality
and humanity’. Pianist magazine, reviewing his
performance of Schubert’s great B flat major
Sonata D960 at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, wrote
that the work ‘has become the calling-card
of many a pianist wishing to declare themselves
a musician’s musician and Blackshaw most
certainly belongs to this category’. Following
studies with Gordon Green at the Royal College

Manchester and Royal Academy of Music, London,
and winning the gold medals at each, he was the
first British pianist to study at the Leningrad
Conservatoire with Moisei Halfin. He later worked
closely with Sir Clifford Curzon in London.

Christian Blackshaw has performed with many
leading orchestras including the Hallé, London
Philharmonic, City of Birmingham Symphony,
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Royal Scottish
National, BBC Philharmonic, BBC Symphony,
Academy of St Martin in the Fields, St Petersburg
Philharmonic, Moscow Philharmonic, Mariinsky,
New York Philharmonic, San Francisco Symphony,
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Baltimore Symphony, Israel Philharmonic,
Dresden Staats kapelle, Rotterdam Philharmonic
and RAI Torino orchestras. Conductors with whom
he has collaborated include Sir Simon Rattle,
Valery Gergiev, Gianandrea Noseda, Yuri
Temirkanov and Sir Neville Marriner. Christian
Blackshaw has given chamber concerts in London
with the principals of the London Symphony
Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra of Europe, and
festival engagements have taken him to Stars of
the White Nights St Petersburg, Prague,
Dubrovnik, Helsinki, Stresa, Britain in Greece
Festival Athens, Bath, Snape and the BBC Proms.

In 2010 he completed the Mozart Sonata cycle
at St George’s Bristol, with BBC Music Magazine

writing of his final concert that it was ‘one of
the finest Mozart recitals I’ve heard in years’. In
2012 he made his debut with the Berliner
Philharmoniker, ‘serving every note with nobility’
as one critic stated, and gave a debut recital in
Tokyo. During the summer of 2012 he returned to
the White Nights Festival at the invitation of Valery
Gergiev to perform the Mozart Sonata cycle
followed by a return to the Southbank Inter -
national Piano Series.

This is the third of four volumes of Christian
Blackshaw’s Mozart Piano Sonata series live
at Wigmore Hall, which he performed in 2012
and 2013.
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Piano Sonatas VOLUME 3

COMPACT DISC 1 49.37

Piano Sonata No. 6 in D major K284
01 Allegro 04.58
02 Rondeau en Polonaise: Andante 04.49
03 Thema. Variations I–XII 18.40

Piano Sonata No. 12 in F major K332
04 Allegro 07.13
05 Adagio 05.40
06 Allegro assai 07.01

COMPACT DISC 2 53.33

Piano Sonata No. 16 in C major K545
01 Allegro 04.43
02 Andante 06.46
03 Rondo: Allegretto 01.46

04 Fantasie in C minor K475 14.51

Piano Sonata No. 14 in C minor K457
05 Molto allegro 08.29
06 Adagio 09.51
07 Allegro assai 04.58

Total time:  103.10
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